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The Expression Pattern of a Cav3–Kv4 Complex
Differentially Regulates Spike Output in Cerebellar Granule
Cells
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The cerebellum receives sensory information by mossy fiber input from a multitude of sources that require differential signal processing.
A compartmentalization of function begins with the segregation of mossy fibers across 10 distinct lobules over the rostrocaudal axis, with
tactile receptor afferents prevalent in anterior lobules and vestibular input in caudal lobules. However, it is unclear how these unique
signals might be differentially processed at the circuit level across the cerebellum. As granule cells receive mossy fiber input, they
represent a key stage at which postsynaptic mechanisms could influence signal processing. Granule cells express an A-type current
mediated by Kv4 potassium channels that modify the latency and frequency of spike output. The current study examined the potential for
a Cav3 calcium–Kv4 channel complex to regulate the response of granule cells to mossy fiber input in lobules 2 and 9 of the rat cerebellum.
Similar A-type currents were recorded in both regions, but the Cav3 calcium current was expressed at a substantially higher density in
lobule 9 cells, acting to increase A-type current availability through its influence on Kv4 voltage for inactivation. The difference in
excitability imparted by Cav3–Kv4 interactions proves to allow lobule 2 granule cells to respond more effectively to tactile stimulus-like
burst input and lobule 9 cells to slow shifts in input frequency characteristic of vestibular input. The expression pattern of Cav3 channels
and its control of Kv4 availability thus provides a novel means of processing widely different forms of sensory input across cerebellar
lobules.
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Introduction
The cerebellum processes sensory input that ranges from brief
tactile sensation communicated through the somatosensory sys-
tem to slow shifts in head position signaled by vestibular organs.
In each case, mossy fiber (MF) inputs terminate in a granule cell
layer to begin signal processing by circuitry that is conserved
across all cerebellar regions. How signals that convey such widely
disparate forms of information can be differentially processed is
only beginning to be understood. One strategy to compartmen-
talize signal processing is apparent in the projection of MF affer-

ents across 10 distinct lobules over the cerebellar rostrocaudal
axis. In general, in the midline vermis region, MF inputs and
outputs related to limb afferents are centered in lobules 1–5,
cognitive and oculomotor functions in lobules 6 – 8, and vestib-
ular function in lobules 9 and 10 (Armstrong et al., 1997; Sillitoe
and Joyner, 2007; Glickstein et al., 2011; Valle et al., 2012). Dif-
ferential signal processing can also incorporate the pattern of
presynaptic MF spike input conveying different sensory stimuli
(Bengtsson and Jörntell, 2009; Chadderton et al., 2014), conver-
gence of sensory inputs (Ekerot and Jörntell, 2008; Chadderton et
al., 2014), synaptic plasticity (D’Angelo and De Zeeuw, 2009), or
the new circuit elements [i.e., unipolar brush cells (UBCs); Mug-
naini et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012]. The importance of postsyn-
aptic processing of sensory inputs that shape granule cell firing
has also been recognized (D’Angelo and De Zeeuw, 2009), al-
though the ion channels responsible for modulating spike output
are not fully understood.

One of the most prominent currents expressed by granule
cells is an A-type potassium current (IA) mediated by Kv4 chan-
nels (Cull-Candy et al., 1989; Serôdio and Rudy, 1998; Maffie and
Rudy, 2008). Kv4 channels are distinct among A-type channels in
forming a complex with members of the calcium-sensing potas-
sium channel interacting proteins (KChIPs; An et al., 2000; Jerng
et al., 2005; Norris et al., 2010). An association of the Kv4 com-
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plex with Cav3 T-type calcium channels and KChIP3 was also
shown to invoke a calcium-sensitive increase in IA that modifies
spike output in cerebellar stellate cells (Molineux et al., 2005;
Anderson et al., 2010a, 2013). It is important, then, that both
Cav3 calcium (Talley et al., 1999) and Kv4 potassium channel
isoforms (Serôdio and Rudy, 1998; Amarillo et al., 2008) exhibit
pronounced gradients of expression in granule cells over cerebel-
lar lobules that could help define signal processing.

The current study tested the hypothesis that cerebellar granule
cell excitability is differentially regulated across cerebellar lobules
by the expression pattern of members of the Cav3–Kv4 channel
complex. We find that Cav3 calcium current (IT) and its regula-
tion of IA are present in lobule 9 granule cells but nearly absent in
lobule 2 granule cells, indicating that the expression pattern of
Cav3 channels can govern the functional activity of the Cav3–Kv4
complex. The Cav3–Kv4 complex also differentially modifies the
gain of firing in lobule 2 versus lobule 9 granule cells that serves to
shape the response to MF input patterns inherent to rostral and
caudal cerebellar lobules.

Materials and Methods
Animal care and slice preparation. Sprague Dawley rats were obtained
weekly from Charles River and maintained according to the guidelines of
the Canadian Council for Animal Care. All chemicals were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted. Transverse cerebellar slices (250 –
300 �m) were prepared from the midline vermis region of male rats at
postnatal days 19 –23 (P19 –P23) using established procedures (Ander-
son et al., 2010a). Briefly, animals were anesthetized with isoflurane until
they were unresponsive to tail pinch, and the cerebellum was dissected
out in artificial CSF (aCSF) composed of (in mM) 125 NaCl, 3.25 KCl, 1.5
CaCl2, 1.5 MgCl2, 25 NaHCO3, and 25 D-glucose preoxygenated by car-
bogen (95% O2, 5% CO2) gas. Tissue slices were cut by vibratome, and
the temperature was elevated to 34°C for 60 min before storing in
carbogen-gassed aCSF at room temperature. Recordings were obtained
from slices maintained as a submerged preparation at 32–34°C on the
stage of Axioskop II (Zeiss) or BH-50/BX51W1 (Olympus) microscopes
equipped with differential interference contrast optics and infrared light
transmission.

Electrophysiology. Whole-cell patch clamp recordings were obtained
using Multiclamp 700B amplifiers and pClamp software (Molecular De-
vices). Dynamic-clamp recordings were obtained using a BNC-2090 Dig-
ital/Analog converter (National Instruments) and a computer running
64-bit OpenSuSE 11.1 with a real-time kernel and the real-time experi-
mental interface (Dorval et al., 2001), as described previously (Anderson
et al., 2013). Electrodes had a resistance of 6 – 8 M� and an access resis-
tance of 8 –15 M�, with cells rejected for any drift in access resistance of
�20%. A calculated junction potential of �10 mV was subtracted from
current-clamp recordings. Less than 10 pA of bias current was applied to
maintain the resting potential of granule cells at approximately �90 mV.
During delivery of simulated EPSCs (simEPSCs), negative bias current
was applied to maintain the resting membrane potential at approxi-
mately �72 mV. Granule cells exhibit a high input resistance (Ri) that
leads to substantial jitter in the latency of first spikes evoked by square
current injection that prevented quantification of first-spike latency.

We found that current-clamp recordings conducted using a
K-gluconate-based electrolyte buffered with 0.1 EGTA exhibited pro-
gressive increases in resting excitability. Therefore, we used an internal
electrolyte established to invoke less change in intrinsic excitability (in
mM): 126 K-gluconate, 4 NaCl, 5 HEPES, 1 MgSO4, 0.15 BAPTA, and
0.05 CaCl2, pH 7.25 via KOH (Gall et al., 2005). For both current- and
voltage-clamp recordings, 5 mM di-Tris-creatine phosphate, 2 mM Tris-
ATP, and 0.5 mM Na-GTP were added from fresh, frozen stock each day.
In support of this, we found no significant change in the mean gain of
spike firing over a period of 10 min with this solution [gain of lobule 9
cells: 0 min, 6.1 � 0.69 Hz/pA; 10 min, 5.9 � 0.28 Hz/pA; n � 3].
Voltage-clamp recordings of IA used an internal solution (in mM: 140
KCl, 0.1 EGTA, 10 HEPES, and 2.5 MgCl2, pH adjusted to 7.3 with KOH)

and external aCSF [in mM: 0.0001 TTX, 5 tetraethylammonium chloride
(TEA), and 2 CsCl]. IA was recorded in the presence of Cav3 calcium
currents to preserve the Cav3–Kv4 inaction, with no external Cd 2� to
block high-voltage-activated (HVA) calcium currents to avoid effects on
Kv4 activation voltage (see Fig. 3A; Song et al., 1998). Voltage-clamp
recordings of IT used an internal solution of (in mM) 100 CsCl, 10 EGTA,
10 HEPES, and 3 MgCl2 and the same set of external blockers as for IA

recordings, with the addition of 5 mM 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) and 30
�M Cd 2� to block HVA calcium channels, including R-type calcium
channels (Engbers et al., 2012). Except where noted, synaptic transmis-
sion was blocked in all recordings with bath-applied AP-5 (25 �M),
DNQX (10 �M; Tocris), CGP-55845 (1 �M; Tocris), and picrotoxin (50
�M). A mouse monoclonal Pan-KChIP antibody (catalog #73-006 RRID:
AB_2132595; UC Davis/NIH NeuroMab Facility) was included in the
patch electrode at 1:100 dilution in specific experiments. For control
tests, PanKChIP antibody was denatured by heat inactivation for 1 h in
boiling water.

Data analysis. Data analyses were performed using a combination of
pCLAMP 10, Origin 8.0 (OriginLab), and custom Matlab scripts. Steady-
state activation and inactivation curves were fit with Boltzmann func-
tions according to following:

h� �
1

1 � e�	V�Vh
/k, (1)

where V is the membrane voltage, Vh is the half-activation/-inactivation
voltage, and k is the slope factor.

Results
The activity of granule cells was assessed in sagittal tissue slices in
the midline vermal region and in cells positioned within the up-
per third of the granule cell layer (proximal to the Purkinje cell
layer). Recordings were focused in lobules 2 and 9 to examine
activity at representative extremes of the reported gradients for
Kv4 and Cav3 channel isoforms (Talley et al., 1999). Granule cell
recordings were accepted if spike height attained a peak value of
�10 mV or greater, an ability to reach spike threshold within
15–30 pA current injection, and little or no spike accommodation
or loss of spike height during current pulse injections. Baseline
comparisons with no bias current injection detected no signifi-
cant difference between lobule 2 and 9 cells in terms of membrane
capacitance, resting membrane potential, or spike threshold
(data not shown). Golgi cell recordings were distinguished from
granule cells on the basis of visual inspection (20 �m diameter for
Golgi cells vs 7– 8 �m for granule cells), a larger membrane ca-
pacitance (40 –50 pF for Golgi cells vs 4 –9 pF for granule cells),
and marked spike accommodation during current pulse injection
(n � 3; Locatelli et al., 2013). UBCs were distinguished by a lower
input resistance (Ri; 750 – 850 M� for UBCs vs �1 G� for gran-
ule cells) and higher membrane capacitance (10 –12 pF for UBCs
vs 5– 8 pF for granule cells) (D’Angelo et al., 1998; Diana et al.,
2007; Locatelli et al., 2013).

Cav3 (T-type) calcium channels are differentially expressed in
granule cells
The reported expression pattern of calcium channels in granule
cells has differed according to preparation and recording condi-
tions. A number of HVA calcium currents were reported for
granule cells dissociated from P2–P5 rats and maintained in cul-
ture (Randall and Tsien, 1995; Tottene et al., 1996, 2000), includ-
ing studies delineating the properties of R-type (Cav2.3) calcium
channels (Randall and Tsien, 1997; Tottene et al., 2000). HVA
calcium channels also contribute to granule cell activity in intact
tissue but exhibit a developmental reduction in functional ex-
pression by approximately P20 (Rossi et al., 1994; D’Angelo et al.,
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1997, 1998). By comparison, �1% of cultured granule cells were
reported to express calcium currents consistent with T-type
channels (Randall and Tsien, 1995). On the other hand, evidence
for Cav3 channel expression was obtained through in situ hybrid-
ization, with strong labeling for Cav3.1 mRNA in granule cells of
lobules 6 –10 but virtually no expression in granule cells of rostral
lobules (Talley et al., 1999). By comparison, Cav3.3 mRNA was
detected at a lower and relatively uniform level in granule cells
across all lobules (Talley et al., 1999). We thus examined the
ability to record low-voltage-activated (LVA) Cav3 calcium cur-
rents in granule cells of tissue slices prepared from P19 –P24 rats.

T-type calcium current was isolated by perfusing 30 �M Cd 2�

to block HVA and R-type calcium channels (Ellinor et al., 1993;
Zhang et al., 1993; Randall and Tsien, 1995, 1997; Engbers et al.,
2012) and also identified as the inward current sensitive to block
by 300 �M Ni 2�, a concentration within the IC50 for Cav3.1 and
Cav3.3 isoforms (Lee et al., 1999). The bathing medium also
contained blockers of Kv4 potassium (5 mM 4-AP), sodium (1 �M

TTX), hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated
(HCN) (2 mM CsCl), KCa2.x (100 nM apamin), KCa1.1 channels
(5 mM TEA), and excitatory and inhibitory synaptic blockers.
Whole-cell recordings were used to apply a holding potential of
�110 mV and step commands to �10 mV in 10 mV steps, with
300 �M Ni 2� applied by bath perfusion. Under these conditions,
a Ni 2�-sensitive LVA transient inward current could be identi-
fied in both lobule 2 and lobule 9 granule cells. The current acti-

vated near approximately �75 mV and peaked at approximately
�30 mV in both lobules on current–voltage ( I–V) plots (Fig. 1A)
and was fast activating and inactivating (Fig. 1B). As characteris-
tically found, reversal for the isolated T-Ca 2� current was in the
range of 0 –20 mV on I–V plots (Fig. 1A; Iftinca et al., 2006). The
fast transient current was significantly smaller in amplitude in
lobule 2 cells (range, 5.5–19.5 pA at �30 mV), with approxi-
mately four times greater current density in lobule 9 granule cells
(Fig. 1C).

Given reports of R-type calcium current in granule cells and
the sensitivity of both T-type and R-type calcium channels to
Ni 2� (Randall and Tsien, 1995; Tottene et al., 1996; Zamponi et
al., 1996), we also identified the component of calcium current
that could be blocked by the Cav2.3 R-type channel blocker SNX-
482. These tests used a similar bath perfusate as above but ex-
cluded Cd 2� to retain HVA calcium currents. R-type currents
were then identified by applying 200 nM SNX-482 from a local
pressure electrode that also contained all bath-applied blockers.
SNX-482-sensitive currents showed initial activation on I–V
plots at approximately �50 mV or above and peaked at approx-
imately �20 mV in both lobule 2 and 9 granule cells (Fig. 1A).
Currents blocked by SNX-482 were also fast activating but very
slow inactivating (Fig. 1B), as reported previously for R-type cur-
rent in granule cells (Tottene et al., 2000). Finally, the density of
SNX-482-sensitive current was significantly higher in lobule 2
cells compared with lobule 9 cells (Fig. 1C). Calcium currents

A B

C D

Figure 1. Cerebellar granule cells express Cav3 calcium current. A, Comparisons between the mean I–V plots of calcium current in lobule 2 and 9 granule cells. Cav3 current was identified as the
component sensitive to block by 300 �M Ni 2� (in the presence of 30 �M Cd 2�) and R-type current as that blocked by 200 nM SNX-482 (in the absence of Cd 2�). B, Representative T-type and R-type
calcium currents in lobule 2 and lobule 9 granule cells. C, Bar plots of the mean density of T-type and R-type calcium currents isolated as in A and B for lobule 2 and 9 granule cells for a step from �110
to �30 mV. D, Superimposed mean conductance- and voltage-inactivation plots for T-type calcium current in lobule 9 granule cells. Sample numbers for mean values are shown in parentheses.
*p � 0.05, Student’s paired t test.
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blocked by SNX-482 were thus distinct from those of Ni 2�-
sensitive calcium currents in terms of voltage sensitivity and rate
of inactivation, and they were expressed with a current density
opposite to that found for putative T-type calcium currents be-
tween lobule 2 and 9 granule cells. Although not all R-type cal-
cium channel isoforms are SNX-482 sensitive (Tottene et al.,
2000), these data are consistent with the expression of both Cav3
and Cav2.3 calcium channels. Moreover, the higher density of
transient calcium current in lobule 9 granule cells coincides with
the higher level of Cav3.1 mRNA reported in caudal cerebellar
lobules (Talley et al., 1999). We thus consider the Ni 2�-sensitive
transient calcium current as corresponding to primarily Cav3.1
channels in lobule 9 and Cav3.3 in lobule 2 granule cells (Talley et
al., 1999).

In the course of comparing Cav3 channel properties between
lobules, we found a very similar voltage for initial detection of
Cav3 current on I–V plots for both lobule 2 and 9 cells (Fig. 1A).
However, the very low density of Cav3 current in lobule 2 cells
often prevented detailed characterization of conductance or in-

activation properties. We thus focused on
Cav3 currents recorded in lobule 9 to ex-
amine voltage-dependent properties. Cal-
culating the mean voltage-conductance
plot for Cav3 current in lobule 9 cells re-
vealed a half-activation voltage (Va) of
�46.7 � 4.61 mV with slope factor k �
8.7 � 1.10 (n � 5; Fig. 1D). The half-
inactivation voltage (Vh) was calculated
using a test potential to �30 mV that fol-
lowed the series of activation steps from
�110 to �30 mV (1 s duration). Cav3
current in lobule 9 granule cells had a Vh

of �78.8 � 1.75 mV with slope factor k �
9.6 � 3.59 (n � 5; Fig. 1D). These data
indicate that the primary difference in
properties of Cav3 calcium current that
we could detect between lobule 2 and 9
granule cells was an approximate four
times higher density in lobule 9 cells.

Kv4-mediated A-type potassium current
The biophysical properties of IA in granule
cells were assessed using whole-cell re-
cordings and the same voltage step proto-
col as described above for Cav3 currents.
Granule cells are known to lack apamin
sensitivity but do exhibit a charybdotoxin-
sensitive and low TEA (1 mM)-sensitive
fast AHP (D’Angelo et al., 1998), indicat-
ing the expression of KCa1.1 but not
KCa2.x channels. Thus, to isolate Kv4
current, we perfused TEA (5 mM), CsCl (2
mM), and TTX (1 �M) to block KCa1.1,
HCN, and sodium channels, respectively,
but excluded 4-AP to preserve Kv4 cur-
rents. We also excluded Cd 2� from the
external medium given nonspecific effects
on Kv4 activation voltage (see Fig. 3A;
Song et al., 1998; Jerng et al., 2004). It has
been shown through in situ hybridization
and immunocytochemistry that the Kv4.2
and Kv4.3 isoforms are expressed in op-
posite gradients across cerebellar lobules,

with a higher density of Kv4.3 in caudal lobules and higher levels
of Kv4.2 in rostral lobules (Serôdio and Rudy, 1998; Amarillo et
al., 2008). It is also known that the kinetics of Kv4 can be shaped
by various factors, including the auxiliary KChIP subunits and
dipeptidyl peptidase proteins (DPPs; Amarillo et al., 2008; Maffie
and Rudy, 2008; Nadin and Pfaffinger, 2010, 2013; Kunjilwar et
al., 2013). Thus, there are several factors that might predicate a
difference in the baseline properties of Kv4 current between cerebel-
lar lobules independent of an influence by a Cav3–Kv4 complex.

Under our conditions, voltage steps from �110 to �30 mV
consistently evoked a net outward fast-activating current (IA ) of
up to 4.8 nA in both lobule 2 and 9 granule cells (Fig. 2A). The
current was fast inactivating but, as reported previously, did not
show complete inactivation at higher voltage steps (Amarillo et
al., 2008). The voltage dependence of IA activation was equivalent
in cells from lobules 2 and 9, initially detected on conductance
plots in the range of �70 mV (Fig. 2B), with no significant dif-
ference in slope factors for voltage-activation plots (Table 1). No
significant differences were detected in the slope factors for

A B

C

D E

Figure 2. Biophysical properties of A-type current in granule cells of lobules 2 and 9. All recordings were conducted in the
absence of calcium channel blockers unless indicated. A, Kv4 current (IA) evoked in a lobule 9 granule cell over the indicated
potentials. B, Mean conductance and voltage-inactivation plots for IA in lobule 2 and 9 granule cells superimposed for comparison.
C, Voltage-inactivation plots for IA in lobule 2 and 9 granule cells before and after 300 �M Ni 2� to block the Cav3–Kv4 interaction.
Ni 2� produces a greater leftward shift of Vh in lobule 9 cells (left and middle), with a common Vh in either lobule once Cav3 current
is blocked (right). D, Bar plots of IA density evoked by a step to �30 mV from two different holding potentials that are beyond
(�110 mV) or within (�80 mV) the range of Ni 2�-sensitive shifts in IA Vh. E, Bar plots of IA density evoked by a step to �30 mV
from either �110 or �80 mV before and after 300 �M Ni 2�. *p � 0.05 (Student’s paired t test).
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voltage-inactivation plots, in the time for half-inactivation (t1/2),
or in the time constant for recovery from inactivation (for steps
from �80 to �30 mV for 10 – 60 ms and test potential of �30
mV; Table 1). However, the half-inactivation voltage of IA (Vh)
was significantly right-shifted by �5 mV in lobule 9 granule cells
compared with lobule 2 cells (p � 0.05; Fig. 2B, Table 1).

In cerebellar stellate cells, it was shown that interfering with
the Cav3–Kv4 complex by applying Cav3 channel blockers
(Ni 2�, mibefradil) or lowering extracellular calcium concentra-
tion reduced IA availability by left-shifting Vh by approximately
�10 mV (Anderson et al., 2010a, 2013). It has been suggested that
R-type calcium influx can couple to Kv4 channels in dendritic
spines of hippocampal CA1 neurons (Wang et al., 2014). This is
important in that blocking R-type channels with Ni 2� applica-
tion might account for any detected change in IA properties.
However, in our experience, none of the HVA calcium channel
subtypes modulated the Kv4 complex even when overexpressed
in tsA-201 cells (Anderson et al., 2010b). Thus, applying the
R-type channel blocker SNX-482 (600 nM) on Cav2.3 channels
coexpressed with Kv4.2, KChIP3, and DPP10 cDNA in tsA-201
cells had no effect on the Vh of IA (control Vh, �66.8 � 0.8 mV;
test Vh, �67.6 � 1.5 mV; n � 7; p � 0.05). Similarly, pressure
ejection of SNX-482 (200 nM) onto granule cells in lobule 9 pro-
duced no significant effect on IA Vh (control Vh, �67.8 � 1.74
mV; SNX-482, �67.9 � 1.68 mV; n � 3; p � 0.05). Therefore,
any effects of Ni 2� application on IA were taken to indicate a
block of Cav3-mediated calcium influx.

To test the role of Cav3-mediated calcium influx on IA Vh in
granule cells, we applied 300 �M Ni 2�, a concentration con-
firmed to have no effect on Kv4 current expressed in isolation in
an expression system (Fig. 3B). After application of Ni 2�, lobule
2 granule cells exhibited no significant change in IA Vh from
�77.7 � 1.48 to �82.7 � 1.77 mV (n � 10; p � 0.05; Fig. 2C). By
comparison, Ni 2� perfusion produced a significant leftward shift
in IA Vh in lobule 9 cells from �72.3 � 1.47 to �82.8 � 2.53 mV
(n � 11; p � 0.001; Fig. 2C). Moreover, after Ni2� perfusion, the
values of IA Vh in lobule 2 and 9 granule cells were not significantly
different (p � 0.05; Fig. 2C). By comparison, Ni2� produced no
significant shift in slope factors (k) for the voltage-inactivation
relationships for either lobule 2 or 9 cells (lobule 9 control, 4.16 �
0.18; Ni 2�, 4.03 � 0.15; n � 11; p � 0.05). To further test the use
of Ni 2� as a Cav3 channel blocker, we repeated these experiments
in lobule 9 cells using 1 �M mibefradil and found an equivalent
leftward shift in IA Vh (�75.2 � 2.1 to �84.9 � 1.5 mV; n � 5;
p � 0.05). These data are all consistent with a Cav3 channel-
mediated rightward shift in IA Vh primarily in lobule 9 granule
cells.

To further examine the influence of the Cav3–Kv4 complex
on IA availability, comparisons were made of IA current density
from different holding potentials before and after Ni 2� applica-
tion. The reason for this comparison is that shifts in the Vh of IA

determined in Figure 2C predict that there should be no change

in IA availability when tested from �110 mV (for a step to �30
mV). On the other hand, the voltage range over which Ni 2�

induced a shift in the inactivation profiles predicts that a similar
test conducted from a holding potential of �80 mV should detect
an effective calcium-dependent change in IA availability. When
this test was applied from a holding potential of �110 mV, we
found no significant difference in IA amplitude before and after
Ni 2� application in cells of either lobule (lobule 2, p � 0.05;
lobule 9, n � 10; p � 0.05; Fig. 2D,E). In contrast, we detected a
significant decrease in IA amplitude in both lobules during Ni 2�

perfusion when tested from a holding potential of �80 mV (lob-
ule 2, p � 0.01; lobule 9, p � 0.01; Fig. 2E). Therefore, an influ-
ence of the Cav3–Kv4 complex could be detected in cells in both
lobules, but with a far greater effect on the voltage for inactivation
in lobule 9 granule cells.

Kv4 regulation of spike firing in granule cells
IA is known to control the interspike interval in many cells, in-
cluding cerebellar granule cells (Connor and Stevens, 1971;
D’Angelo et al., 1998; Liss et al., 2001; Yuan et al., 2005; Carras-
quillo et al., 2012; Anderson et al., 2013). A calcium-dependent
modulation of A-type current such as that provided by a Cav3–
Kv4 complex could then regulate granule cell input– output

Table 1. Properties of lobule 2 versus lobule 9 granule cell A-type current

Lobule 2 Lobule 9

Vh (mV) �77.7 � 1.47 (10)* �72.7 � 1.47 (11)
k (inactivation) 3.8 � 0.22 (10) 4.2 � 0.18 (11)
Va (mV) �1.6 � 4.59 (10) 6.3 � 6.9 (11)
k (activation) 24.2 � 5.45 (10) 22.4 � 3.65 (8)
t1/2 inactivation (ms) 2.0 � 0.27 (6) 1.8 � 0.17 (8)
� recovery from inactivation (ms) 18.6 � 3.85 (5) 16.9 � 1.98 (8)

Vh, Half-inactivation potential; Va half-activation potential. *p � 0.05, Student’s unpaired t test.

A B

C D

E

Figure 3. Pharmacology governing the study of a Cav3–Kv4 interaction in granule cells. A,
B, The voltage-inactivation plot for Kv4.2 channels expressed in tsA-201 cells is shifted by 30
�M Cd 2� but not 300 �M Ni 2�. C, Calcium and potassium currents evoked by a voltage ramp
command in a lobule 9 granule cell in the presence of internal 4-AP (2 mM) and external TTX (1
�M) and CsCl (2 mM) to block Kv4, sodium, and HCN channels. Perfusing 300 �M Ni 2� reveals a
LVA calcium current and calcium-activated potassium current (a, b; presumed KCa1.1, arrow).
D, Superimposed MF-evoked EPSCs reveal that 300 �M Ni 2� blocks the EPSC, preventing phar-
macological block of Cav3 channels during MF-evoked responses. E, Method of constructing
simEPSCs to evoke postsynaptic simEPSPs. MF-evoked EPSCs were first recorded in granule cells,
and the recorded response fit with exponentials to generate a simEPSC for injection into granule
cell somata. The drawing of the cell was modified from Arenz et al. (2009).
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relationships. Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that the distri-
bution and activity of the Cav3–Kv4 complex differentially regu-
lates spike firing between lobules 2 and 9. Here we measured the
gain of firing by constructing frequency– current (F–I) plots of
spike output and tested the effects of modulating Cav3–Kv4 com-
plex function.

Internal block of Cav3–Kv4 complex function increases the
gain of lobule 9 cells
When studying IA under voltage clamp, we were able to reduce
Cav3 calcium current by perfusing a low concentration of Ni 2�

and could isolate IA because we could pharmacologically elimi-
nate calcium-dependent potassium channels. However, there
were fewer options to isolate the Cav3–Kv4 complex for analysis
under current-clamp conditions without affecting other calcium-
dependent potassium channels that could be activated by calcium
influx (Fig. 3C). Therefore, it was important to disrupt the inter-
action between Cav3 and Kv4 without altering calcium entry via
Cav3 channels. There are currently no known external blockers of
the Cav3–Kv4 complex. However, it has been shown that anti-
bodies that target the KChIP3 calcium sensor subunit can be
highly effective at interfering with the Cav3–Kv4 interaction (An-
derson et al., 2010a). Thus, monoclonal antibodies against either
KChIP3 or a PanKChIP antibody infused into cerebellar stellate
cells by dialysis through the electrode rapidly promoted a left-
ward shift of Kv4 Vh (Anderson et al., 2010a). We repeated these
tests on lobule 9 granule cells and found that infusion of the
PanKChIP antibody (1:100 dilution) again produced a signifi-
cant leftward shift in IA Vh (control Vh, �71.9 � 1.28 mV; test Vh,
�78.9 � 2.83 mV; n � 5; p � 0.05), a value not significantly
different from that invoked by either Ni 2� (n � 11; p � 0.05) or
mibefradil (n � 5; p � 0.05). By comparison, infusion of a dena-
tured PanKChIP antibody had no significant effect on IA Vh in
lobule 9 granule cells (control Vh, �71.9 � 1.28 mV; test Vh,

�74.0 � 0.90 mV; n � 5; p � 0.05). Moreover, including the
PanKChIP antibody in the electrolyte occluded any additional
shift in Vh of lobule 9 cells with subsequent perfusion of 300 �M

Ni 2� (PanKChIP Vh, �78.9 � 2.83 mV; post Ni 2� Vh, �75.3 �
5.52 mV; n � 5; p � 0.05). Together, these tests established the
ability to interfere with Cav3–Kv4 function in both stellate and
granule cells through internal dialysis of the PanKChIP antibody.

We thus used a PanKChIP antibody (1:100 dilution) to assess
the effects of the Cav3–Kv4 complex in granule cells in response
to square-wave current pulses (1 s; Fig. 4A). These F–I plots re-
vealed a difference in the level of baseline excitability between
granule cells in reporting a higher mean firing rate gain of 6.7 �
0.32 Hz/pA (n � 5) in lobule 2 cells compared with 5.3 � 0.49
Hz/pA (n � 6) in lobule 9 cells (p � 0.05). When the PanKChIP
antibody was included in the electrode, it had no significant effect
on the gain of lobule 2 cells from control conditions (Fig. 4).
However, when the PanKChIP antibody was infused into lobule 9
cells, it significantly increased firing rate gain to 8.8 � 0.57 Hz/pA
(n � 5; p � 0.001), reflecting an �65% increase in excitability
that exceeded that of lobule 2 cells (Fig. 4B,C). In assessing the
reasons for a selective increase in gain for lobule 9 cells, we found
that it did not reflect a decrease in AHP amplitude (n � 6; p �
0.05) or spike threshold (n � 6; p � 0.05). We note that lobule 9
cells have a higher input resistance (Ri) than lobule 2 cells, as
measured using hyperpolarizing current pulses (lobule 2 cells,
1.6 � 0.18 G�, n � 10; lobule 9 cells, 2.4 � 0.15 G�, n � 15; p �
0.05). This difference in Ri persisted in cells recorded with inter-
nal PanKChIP antibody (lobule 2 cells, 1.35 � 0.05 G�, n � 3;
lobule 9 cells, 2.15 � 0.22 G�, n � 3; p � 0.05), indicating that
the antibody did not differentially affect Ri. However, the native
difference in Ri could contribute to a higher gain of firing in
lobule 9 cells in the absence of a Cav3–Kv4 interaction. As indi-
cated in Figure 1C, lobule 9 cells also have approximately four
times the density of IT compared with lobule 2 cells, which could

A

B C

Figure 4. Internal block of the Cav3–Kv4 complex selectively increases firing rate gain in lobule 9 granule cells. A, Representative recordings of current-evoked firing (1 s) in separate granule cells
in the absence or presence of a PanKChIP antibody in the electrolyte (1:100 dilution) to block the Cav3–Kv4 interaction. B, C, Average current–frequency plots (B) and mean gain of firing (C) of
granule cells in response to stimuli as shown in A in the absence or presence of the internal PanKChIP antibody. Interfering with the Cav3–Kv4 interaction reveals an increase in firing rate gain in
lobule 9 but not lobule 2 granule cells. Sample numbers for mean values in bar plots are shown in parentheses. *p � 0.05; **p � 0.01, Student’s unpaired t test.
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increase spike firing to depolarizing current pulses when Cav3–
Kv4 complex function is reduced by the antibody. Together,
these results indicate that the excitability of lobule 9 cells in terms
of firing rate gain would be substantially higher if not for the
inhibitory influence of the Cav3–Kv4 complex.

Simulated shifts in IA Vh through dynamic clamp increase the
gain of lobule 9 cells
To further test the role of the Cav3–Kv4 complex in shaping
firing rate gain, we used dynamic clamp. With this approach, we
could test whether a selective shift in IA Vh was sufficient to re-
produce the effects of blocking the Cav3–Kv4 complex, but with-
out the issues of selectivity inherent to pharmacological
interventions. Biophysical parameters for IA Vh before and after
blocking the interaction (Fig. 1) were used to model the availabil-
ity of IA in granule cells with or without the influence of the
Cav3–Kv4 complex. Examination of voltage-inactivation plots
revealed that removing the Cav3–Kv4 influence in lobule 2 cells
increased the extent of IA inactivation at �80 mV from �0.37 to

�0.69 (Fig. 5A, dashed lines). By comparison, when the Cav3–
Kv4 complex was interrupted in lobule 9 cells, it increased IA state
of inactivation from �0.13 to �0.67 (Fig. 5A). These consider-
ations allowed us to calculate the net inward or difference current
(Idiff) to inject to simulate a reduction in IA corresponding to a
mean left shift in IA Vh of �5.04 mV in lobule 2 cells and �10.5
mV in lobule 9 cells during a spike response (Fig. 5B). This is
important in that we could assess the extent to which a modified
IA Vh brought about by the Cav3–Kv4 complex could account for
the results obtained with PanKChIP antibody infusion in the
absence of any pharmacological blockers.

In lobule 2 cells, we found that a dynamic shift of IA Vh (�5.04
mV) produced no significant change in the gain of firing. In
contrast, dynamically reducing IA availability in lobule 9 cells
with a shift in IA Vh (�10.5 mV) induced �60% increase in the
gain of firing from 4.2 � 0.46 to 6.7 � 1.1 Hz/pA (p � 0.05; Fig.
5C–E). As found for direct current injection, there was no signif-
icant change in AHP amplitudes in either lobule during dynamic
clamp (lobule 2, n � 6, p � 0.05; lobule 9, n � 6, p � 0.05). A

A B

C

D E

Figure 5. Dynamic clamp reveals that a shift in IA Vh is sufficient to reproduce the effects of a Cav3–Kv4 interaction. A, Inactivation curves of the IA model show the difference in IA availability
before and after a left shift corresponding to the measured effect of blocking the Cav3–Kv4 complex in lobules 2 and 9 (see Fig. 2C). The predicted effect on IA availability for a �80 mV holding
potential is shown by dashed lines. B, Examples of IA predicted to be evoked by a spike response ( V) for control conditions and after blocking the Cav3–Kv4 interaction. The net inward difference
current (Idiff) to inject through dynamic clamp is shown in the bottom row. C, Recordings of granule cell firing in response to an injected current pulse before and after applying a shift in IA Vh under
dynamic clamp according to the contribution of the Cav3–Kv4 interaction (as in A and B). D, E, Frequency– current plots (D) and bar plots of the gain of firing (E) under control conditions and during
dynamic clamp shifts in IA Vh (as in A and B). *p � 0.05, Student’s paired t test.
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lower mean spike threshold was evident in lobule 2 but not lobule
9 cells (lobule 2, n � 6, p � 0.01), indicating that the increase in
gain of firing in lobule 9 cells during dynamic clamp occurred
independently of spike threshold. These results are important in
revealing that shifts in IA Vh that simulate the effects of the Cav3–
Kv4 complex are sufficient to produce the same relative shift in
gain of firing between lobule 2 and 9 granule cells as detected by
interfering with Cav3–Kv4 function.

The Cav3–Kv4 complex differentially controls granule cell
responses to MF input
Recordings made in vivo in the vermis of lobules 1 and 2 indicate
that cells respond predominantly to lower-limb movements
(Eccles et al., 1968; Valle et al., 2012), whereas those in lobules 9
and 10 respond to vestibular inputs (Arenz et al., 2008; Chadder-
ton et al., 2014). These and other studies indicate two general
patterns of MF input and granule cell output. The most common
is a high-frequency burst of four to five MF spikes that generates
a similar burst in granule cells (Chadderton et al., 2004; Rancz et
al., 2007; Ekerot and Jörntell, 2008; Arenz et al., 2009). By com-
parison, granule cells in the caudal cerebellum must respond to
gradual increases or decreases in the frequency of MF input
(Arenz et al., 2008). We note that distinctions of this nature are
not absolute, as MF input reflecting tonic or burst activity has
been reported in either region (Barmack and Yakhnitsa, 2008;
Chadderton et al., 2014). Nonetheless, we chose these two very
different forms of input as representative cases to test the hypoth-
esis that a differential expression of the Cav3–Kv4 complex serves
to shape the postsynaptic response in a manner that promotes
efficient transfer of MF burst or tonic inputs.

Simulated MF EPSCs
In determining the steps required to examine the role of the
Cav3–Kv4 complex during MF-evoked synaptic activation, we
found that perfusing 300 �M Ni 2� dramatically reduced the MF
EPSC (Fig. 3D), preventing us from directly blocking Cav3 chan-
nels. We also sought to restrict analysis to postsynaptic mecha-
nisms controlled by the Cav3–Kv4 complex in granule cells. We
thus fit the MF-evoked EPSC with a sum of exponentials to create
a simEPSC waveform that we reinjected as a postsynaptic stimu-
lus to create a MF simulated EPSP (simEPSP; Fig. 3E). We then
used internal dialysis of the PanKChIP antibody to interfere with
the Cav3–Kv4 complex to determine its contribution to process-
ing MF-evoked output. Two protocols were constructed with the
simEPSC to produce a train of four EPSPs at 100 Hz or a repeti-
tive series of simEPSCs introduced with a gradual oscillatory
swing from 40 – 80 Hz to simulate two successive phases of slow
shift in vestibular-like input. Excitatory and inhibitory synaptic
transmission was also blocked to focus on postsynaptic mecha-
nisms. The amplitude of the EPSC was fixed in all recordings to
an initial peak of 20 pA.

MF burst input
We hypothesized that the relative lack of a Cav3–Kv4 interaction
in lobule 2 cells would be more appropriate for processing a
short-lived, high-frequency input as reported for granule cells
responding to tactile stimuli in vivo (Chadderton et al., 2004). To
assess this, we injected the train of four simEPSCs at 100 Hz into
granule cells and measured the number of spikes fired. The
shorter charging curve associated with simEPSC injection com-
pared with square-wave pulses (see Materials and Methods) fur-
ther allowed us to measure first-spike latency. The number of
spikes evoked by the simEPSP burst in control conditions was

significantly higher in lobule 2, with a mean of 3.3 � 0.33 (n � 6)
spikes compared with 1.3 � 0.21 spikes in lobule 9 cells (n � 6;
p � 0.001; Fig. 6). The infusion of the PanKChIP antibody in a
separate population of cells had no significant effect on the num-
ber of spikes evoked in lobule 2 cells (n � 5; p � 0.05) but
significantly increased spike output in lobule 9 cells from 1.3
spikes to 4.2 � 0.58 (n � 5; p � 0.001). The latency to first spike
was also significantly different between lobules under control

A

B

Figure 6. The Cav3–Kv4 complex selectively regulates the response of lobule 9 cells to bursts
of synaptic input. A, Recordings of the response of granule cells to a train of four simEPSCs (100
Hz) to simulate high-frequency inputs typical of tactile stimuli. Recordings are taken from
different granule cells in the absence or presence of the internally perfused PanKChIP antibody
(1:100 dilution) to block the Cav3–Kv4 interaction. Shown in the bottom row are the series of
simEPSCs used to evoke simEPSPs. B, Bar plots of the mean number of spikes and first spike
latency in response to a four-pulse 100 Hz simEPSC train (as in A) in the absence or presence of
PanKChIP antibody in the electrode. Anti-PanKChIP invokes a selective increase in spike number
and a decrease in first-spike latency in lobule 9 granule cells. Sample numbers for mean values
are shown in parentheses. **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001, Student’s unpaired t test.
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conditions, with a delay of 14 � 3 ms (n �
6) in lobule 2 cells and 27 � 2 ms (n � 6)
in lobule 9 cells (p � 0.01; Fig. 6B). Infu-
sion of the PanKChIP antibody in another
population of cells resulted in a signifi-
cantly shorter latency to first spike only in
lobule 9 cells, reduced from 27 to 8 � 3 ms
(n � 5; p � 0.001; Fig. 6B). Thus, the rel-
ative lack of a Cav3–Kv4 influence in lob-
ule 2 allows granule cells to respond more
effectively than lobule 9 cells to a tactile-
like stimulus by generating spikes at short
latency and with a near one-to-one trans-
ference of a presynaptic spike burst to a
granule cell spike burst.

MF vestibular-like input
To test the ability of a granule cell to fol-
low a vestibular-like input, we injected the
simEPSC stimulus that varied from 40 to
80 Hz with two cycles of oscillatory swing
over 4 s (Fig. 7A). Under control condi-
tions, lobule 2 cells began firing almost
immediately after initiating the simEPSC
train (EPSC frequency, 43 � 1.3 Hz; n �
5) and rose rapidly in frequency during
the first rise in EPSC input frequency (Fig.
7B). In three of five cells, spike discharge
was maintained throughout most of the
first and second period of the oscillation,
with a temporary slowing of discharge fre-
quency during the decrease in simEPSP
frequency to 40 Hz (Fig. 7B). In two of five
cells, spike firing on the second cycle of
the oscillation was less reliable, with fre-
quent failure of spike discharge as spike
amplitude dropped below frequency-
following capability. Average plots of
spike amplitude revealed a progressive
decline in amplitude during the first cy-
cle of simEPSCs and a more precipitous
drop during the second cycle of stimuli
(Fig. 7B).

By comparison, presenting the same
stimulus to lobule 9 cells evoked a much
more stable response under control con-
ditions. Lobule 9 cells responded with an
initial delay in firing until the EPSC input
frequency rose to 53 � 3.3 Hz (n � 6) and
then slowed in frequency (n � 2) or
paused firing (n � 4) as input frequency
slowed (Fig. 7C). Unlike lobule 2 cells, this
pattern was then repeated without sub-
stantial variation on the second period of
simEPSC stimuli. In the same manner,
spike amplitude in lobule 9 cells was far
more stable than lobule 2 cells, maintain-
ing sufficient height to support reliable
firing during both periods of the oscilla-
tory input once input frequency threshold
was attained (Fig. 7C).

We then compared these results to sep-
arate populations of cells in which the

A

B

C

Figure 7. Spike discharge in lobule 9 granule cells is more capable of following MF simEPSPs delivered in a pattern simulating
vestibular-like input. A, Example of the train of MF simEPSCs with a pattern shifting in an oscillatory manner between 40 – 80 Hz.
Single EPSCs are shown expanded (bottom). B, C, Recordings during two cycles of oscillatory simEPSP frequencies (as in A) aligned
with time points on the abscissa. Left, Spike amplitude in lobule 2 granule cells (B) fails progressively after a second rise in simEPSC
frequency but is maintained in lobule 9 granule cells (C). Right, Separate populations of cells show that internal dialysis of a
PanKChIP antibody (1:100 dilution) to block the Cav3–Kv4 interaction induces a greater decrease in spike amplitude and
frequency-following capability in lobule 9 cells compared with lobule 2 cells. A 500 ms bin width was used to calculate mean spike
amplitudes in B and C.
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PanKChIP antibody (1:100 dilution) was included in the elec-
trode. In lobule 2 cells, interfering with Cav3–Kv4 function did
not rescue the progressive failure in spike amplitude, with a contin-
ued decrease in amplitude through both cycles of the oscillatory
input (Fig. 7B). In contrast, blocking Cav3–Kv4 function in lobule 9
cells resulted in a progressive loss of spike amplitude over both
phases of oscillatory input, coming to essentially resemble the con-
ditions found in lobule 2 cells under control conditions (Fig. 7B,C).

A separate analysis of spike frequency
revealed that the Cav3–Kv4 interac-
tion underlies a difference in frequency-
following capability between lobule 2 and
9 cells. Under control conditions, lobule 2
cells exhibited a rapid increase in fre-
quency to a mean of 67 � 14.4 Hz (n � 5)
by the peak of the first input cycle of
simEPSCs and a decrease to peak fre-
quency of 54 � 8.1 Hz on the second cycle
(Fig. 8A,B). Lobule 9 cells instead pro-
duced a graded response in spike dis-
charge as simEPSCs gradually increased
spike output to 46 � 7.0 Hz (n � 6) by the
peak of the first oscillatory phase (Fig.
8C). Spike output in lobule 9 cells then
responded in an equivalent manner dur-
ing the second phase of the oscillatory in-
put and reached a similar peak frequency
as the first oscillation (Fig. 8C).

Infusing the PanKChIP antibody to
block the Cav3–Kv4 interaction had more
of an effect on lobule 2 cells by enhancing
the initial increase and peak in firing
frequency and the lower limit of output
frequency when EPSC stimuli returned
to 40 Hz (Fig. 8B). In lobule 9 cells, in-
fusion of the PanKChIP antibody essen-
tially converted the pattern of spike
output to that encountered in lobule 2
cells, with a rapid increase in firing to a
higher peak frequency on the first phase
of the oscillatory input and a pro-
nounced reduction in frequency-
following capability on the second
phase of the oscillation (Fig. 8C,D).

Discussion
Signal processing in cerebellar cortex
must contend with the fact that MF input
conveys information from an enormous
range of peripheral receptors that encode
different sensory stimuli. One solution to
address this is to compartmentalize MF
input across cerebellar lobules, as re-
flected by the separation of tactile/joint
information and vestibular inputs be-
tween cerebellar lobules 2 and 9. At the
cellular level, a combination of presyn-
aptic and postsynaptic mechanisms can
further tune cell responsiveness to par-
ticular features of a stimulus. We know
that MF inputs to granule cells exhibit
different patterns of presynaptic spike
discharge in relation to sensory infor-
mation (Chadderton et al., 2004; Arenz

et al., 2008; Barmack and Yakhnitsa, 2011). The density of
UBCs are more prominent in posterior lobules (Mugnaini et
al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012). The current study now reveals that
the postsynaptic excitability of granule cells and their ability to
process MF synaptic input is also differentially regulated
across cerebellar lobules by the Cav3–Kv4 ion channel
complex.

A

B

C

D

Figure 8. Granule cells in lobule 9 have greater frequency-following capability for EPSCs delivered in a pattern simulating
vestibular-like input. A, Example of the train of MF simEPSCs evoked by postsynaptic injection with a pattern shifting in an
oscillatory manner between 40 and 80 Hz. Single EPSCs are shown expanded at the bottom. B–D, Average spike-frequency plots
over time of lobule 2 and 9 granule cells in response to the input shown in A, with responses superimposed in D. Left, Lobule 9
granule cells respond in a more graded manner and can better follow oscillatory simEPSC inputs compared with lobule 2 cells.
Right, Dialyzing anti-PanKChIP (1:100 dilution) in the electrode to block the Cav3–Kv4 interaction converts the response of lobule
9 cells (C) to one closely resembling lobule 2 cells (B). Shaded areas in B and C reflect SEM.
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Expression pattern of Cav3–Kv4 complex subunits
The role of a Cav3–Kv4 complex was first described in cerebellar
stellate cells, where Cav3-mediated calcium influx invokes an
increase in IA by selectively right-shifting Kv4 Vh (Molineux et al.,
2005; Anderson et al., 2010a,b, 2013). To function the Cav3–Kv4
complex requires, at a minimum, any of the Cav3 or Kv4 channel
isoforms together with the KChIP3 isoform of a calcium-sensing
molecule (Anderson et al., 2010a,b). Since expression of these
subunits varies on a regional basis (Serôdio and Rudy, 1998; Tal-
ley et al., 1999; Xiong et al., 2004; McKay et al., 2006; Amarillo et
al., 2008; Clark et al., 2008), it is possible that a Cav3–Kv4 inter-
action may depend on the specific expression pattern of the
responsible subunits. Cerebellar granule cells have been well
characterized in terms of the expression of IA, as governed by a
Kv4 complex composed of Kv4 �-subunits and DPP and KChIP
accessory proteins (Bardoni and Belluzzi, 1993; Serôdio and
Rudy, 1998; Amarillo et al., 2008; Nadin and Pfaffinger, 2010;
Jerng and Pfaffinger, 2012). Importantly, isoforms of each of
these different subunits exhibit gradients of expression across
lobules (Serôdio and Rudy, 1998; Talley et al., 1999; Xiong et al.,
2004; Amarillo et al., 2008; Clark et al., 2008), providing the
potential to influence the Cav3–Kv4 interaction. Yet under our
recording conditions where calcium influx remained intact, we
found no clear difference in the biophysical properties of IA in
granule cells of lobule 2 or 9 that might be expected to arise from
these accessory subunits. Instead, blocking Cav3 channel calcium
influx revealed a Cav3–Kv4 interaction that was most effective
in modulating spike output in lobule 9 cells, indicating a base-
line calcium-dependent modulation of Kv4 function between
lobules.

The current study is the first to report an expression of the
Cav3 calcium current in granule cells, with an approximate four
times higher density in lobule 9 compared with cells in lobule 2.
This is important because Cav3 channels are the only identified
source of voltage-gated calcium influx we have so far found ca-
pable of modifying the voltage dependence of Kv4 channel inac-
tivation (Anderson et al., 2010a,b). Indeed, several tests support
the importance of Cav3 channel expression in governing Cav3–
Kv4 function across cerebellar lobules. A higher level of T-type
current in lobule 9 cells matches well with reports of a high level
of Cav3.1 mRNA in granule cells of lobules 6 –10 compared with
only a weak and uniform expression of Cav3.3 mRNA across all
lobules (Talley et al., 1999). The Vh of IA was more positively
shifted in lobule 9 cells compared with lobule 2 cells in control
conditions, and blocking Cav3 channel conductance produced a
selective shift in Kv4 Vh that was greater in magnitude in lobule 9
versus lobule 2 cells. Once Cav3 channel conductance was
blocked, the value of Kv4 Vh and IA density between cells in each
lobule was not significantly different. The ability to selectively
modify spike output in lobule 9 cells by interfering with the
Cav3–Kv4 complex or by dynamically shifting Kv4 Vh lends ad-
ditional support for the role of the Cav3–Kv4 complex in lobule 9
granule cells.

Function of the Cav3–Kv4 complex
Interestingly, the role of Kv4 channels in controlling spike output
in granule cells has not been extensively analyzed. One report by
D’Angelo et al. (1998) using 2 mM 4-AP indicated that a full block
of at least Kv4 channels reduced the AHP and first-spike latency
and, in some cases, shifted spike output from tonic firing to an
irregular burst mode. Although 4-AP will also block other
voltage-gated potassium channels (Bardoni and Belluzzi, 1993),
these results are interesting in suggesting that Kv4 channels may

act to regulate the interspike interval and enable tonic firing of
granule cells. The Cav3–Kv4 complex would then function to
adjust the gain of a linear input– output function according to
modulation of Kv4 Vh. The current work also indicates that the
Cav3–Kv4 complex ordinarily serves to reduce the gain of firing
in lobule 9 granule cells compared with lobule 2 cells. Thus, with-
out the influence of the Cav3–Kv4 complex, the gain of lobule 9
cells would be higher than that of lobule 2, revealing a basic
difference in excitability that is regulated by Cav3 channel expres-
sion and its interaction with Kv4 channels.

The current work also establishes that the depolarization pro-
vided by MF EPSPs is sufficient to activate the Cav3 calcium
influx required to modulate A-current availability and granule
cell responsiveness. To test the effects of the Cav3–Kv4 complex
on signal processing, we delivered two extremes of predicted MF
input patterns. These tests showed that the ability for lobule 9
cells to follow a high-frequency burst of MF simEPSPs was muted
compared with lobule 2 cells because of a greater inhibitory in-
fluence by the Cav3–Kv4 complex. Conversely, lobule 9 cells re-
sponded to oscillatory swings of simEPSP frequencies with a
more graded and reproducible spike output over successive cy-
cles of input than lobule 2 cells. Blocking the Cav3–Kv4 complex
then converted the response capability of lobule 9 cells to that
recorded in lobule 2 cells. The Cav3–Kv4 complex is thus well
suited to shaping granule cell postsynaptic responses to the grad-
ual frequency shifts of MF input inherent to vestibular inputs in
caudal lobules. Conversely, a greatly reduced Cav3–Kv4 interac-
tion in lobule 2 cells is conducive to allowing granule cells to
respond quickly to MF burst input characteristic of tactile sen-
sory input in anterior lobules. We note that our data set was
obtained under conditions where inhibition was blocked and
injection of simEPSCs was used to isolate postsynaptic effects of
the Cav3–Kv4 complex. Therefore, it is expected that a differen-
tial expression of presynaptic or inhibitory mechanisms or syn-
aptic plasticity between cerebellar lobules could further modify
the response of granule cells to MF inputs.

Several theories have been put forth to account for signal pro-
cessing by granule cells, including the “time window” hypothesis
(D’Angelo and De Zeeuw, 2009), the detonator model (Rancz et
al., 2007), and the coincidence detector model (Dean et al., 2010).
It is intriguing that the time window and detonator models were
based on data recorded from granule cells in Crus 1 and 2a (which
receive whisker signals) and the coincidence detector model from
data recorded in the C3 zone of anterior paravermis (which re-
ceives forelimb sensory signals), as discussed by Arenz et al.
(2009). The contrasting theories then might simply reflect the
different regions of the cerebellum on which they were based and
relevant to signal processing for specific MF projections and the
sensory input they convey. The reliance of the Cav3–Kv4 com-
plex for Cav3 channel-mediated calcium influx seen here suggests
that it will serve to modify MF input primarily in lobules 6 –10
where Cav3.1 mRNA expression is high compared with anterior
lobules. Comparing the activity of this complex and its relation-
ship to existing theories of cerebellar signal processing between
other lobules and outside the vermis region (i.e., Crus 1 and 2)
awaits further analysis.

It is important to note that the channel subunits and accessory
proteins that comprise the Cav3–Kv4 complex are differentially
expressed across multiple brain structures. Achieving a func-
tional Cav3–Kv4 complex may then also vary depending on the
expression pattern of the underlying subunits elsewhere. For in-
stance, in the hippocampus, several isoforms of the subunits
that comprise a Cav3–Kv4 complex are differentially ex-
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pressed between pyramidal cell populations (Xiong et al.,
2004; McKay et al., 2006; Menegola and Trimmer, 2006).
These results are interesting in suggesting that the Cav3–Kv4
complex may differentially regulate excitability across other neu-
ronal populations according to the pattern of responsible
subunits.
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